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Mega Power Ride
24" 
SKU:: 
CY0001125624

Weight: extra heavy
Volume: loud to very loud
Stick Sound: full, pingy
Intensity: lively
Sustain: long
Bell Character: huge, very separated

Sound Character:: 
Bright, full, warm, deep, somewhat dry, powerful. Wide range, clean mix. Heavy
response, very balanced feel. Clear, cutting stick sound over big, full wash. Extremely
loud, cutting ride with an enormous, big, loud and deep sounding bell.  This special ride
cymbal was created by Paiste’s Sound Development team in collaboration with John
Dolmayan, one of today’s most influential Rock drummers.

Power Ride
20" 
SKU:: 
CY0001122920

Weight: extra heavy
Volume: loud to very loud
Stick Sound: pingy
Intensity: lively
Sustain: long
Bell Character: separated

Sound Character:: 
Fairly bright, metallic, raw, full, energetic, cutting. Fairly narrow range, complex mix.
Heavy feel, strong, loud ping over controlled, raw, full wash, piercing, loud bell. For
extreme ride playing.

Ride/Crash
20" 
SKU:: 
CY0001128520

Weight: medium heavy
Volume: loud
Stick Sound: balanced
Intensity: lively
Sustain: long
Bell Character: strong, integrated

Sound Character:: 
Medium bright, raw, full, energetic. Fairly wide range, complex mix. Fairly heavy feel,
metallic ping over dirty, full supporting wash. Great for full, loud ride playing and incredibly
strong, full crashes.
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Thin Crash
16" 17" 18" 19" 20" 
SKU:: 
CY0001121216, CY0001121217, CY0001121218, CY0001121219, CY0001121220

Weight: thin
Volume: medium soft to loud
Stick Sound: washy, crisp
Intensity: lively
Sustain: fairly long
Bell Character: integrated

Sound Character:: 
Full, dark, energetic with a brilliant broad sparkle underneath the overall cutting character.
Very flexible with a wide range and a fairly complex mix. Responsive, explosive,
shattering attack. Breathy layers of sound with that distinctive RUDE attitude.

Wild Crash
17" 18" 19" 20" 
SKU:: 
CY0001127717, CY0001127718, CY0001127719, CY0001127720

Weight: medium heavy
Volume: medium to very loud
Stick Sound: silky, clear
Intensity: lively
Sustain: long
Bell Character: integrated, defined

Sound Character:: 
Very energetic and powerful, metallic, hissing. Fairly narrow range, fairly clean mix. Very
responsive, giving feel. Very well suited for crash/ride patterns. Strong, sturdy, loud crash
for aggressive playing styles in loud and extreme musical genres.

Crash/Ride
16" 17" 18" 19" 
SKU:: 
CY0001128516, CY0001128517, CY0001128518, CY0001128519

Weight: extra heavy
Volume: loud to very loud
Stick Sound: strong, balanced
Intensity: lively
Sustain: long
Bell Character: integrated

Sound Character:: 
Very bright, raw, full, earthy, energetic. Wide range, complex mix. Heavy feel, responsive,
explosive crash. Versatile, general purpose crash and crash/ride for loud playing.
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Sound Edge Hi-Hat
14" 
SKU:: 
CY0001123114

Weight: medium top / heavy bottom
Volume: loud to very loud
Stick Sound: pronounced
Intensity: lively
Sustain: medium
Chick Sound: sharp, cutting

Sound Character:: 
Very bright, raw, full, energetic. Fairly wide range, fairly complex mix. Heavy, controllable
feel. Full, dirty, loud open sound. Sharp, cutting, strong chick sound. The sound edge for
heavy players.

Hi-Hat
14" 
SKU:: 
CY0001128014

Weight: medium top / heavy bottom
Volume: loud to very loud
Stick Sound: pronounced
Intensity: lively
Sustain: medium
Chick Sound: tight, full

Sound Character:: 
Medium bright, raw, full, energetic. Wide range, complex mix. Heavy, full feel. Raw, full,
loud open sound. Tight, full, cutting chick sound. Versatile, all-round hi-hat for loud
playing.

Wild Hats
14" 
SKU:: 
CY0001127314

Weight: medium top / heavy bottom
Volume: medium to very loud
Stick Sound: piercing
Intensity: very lively
Sustain: medium long
Chick Sound: compact, barking

Sound Character:: 
Wild, metallic, harsh, roaring, full, glassy, somewhat dark and dry. Wide range, complex
mix. Very quick and responsive feel. Extremely wild roaring open sound with a fast attack
and merciless shatter. Tight and crispy, metallic, barking chick sound. Made for all
extreme music styles such as Heavy Metal, Hardcore or Thrash Metal and similar forms
of complex and louder musical contexts where a steady and consistently cutting and very
durable Hi-Hat is required.
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China
18" 20" 
SKU:: 
CY0001122618, CY0001122620

Weight: heavy
Volume: loud to very loud
Stick Sound: fairly pingy
Intensity: lively
Sustain: medium
Bell Character: integrated

Sound Character:: 
Dark, full, raw, energetic. Wide range, complex mix. Heavy feel, fairly controllable, very
explosive crash sound. Extremely loud, nasty china for higher volume playing.

Novo China
18" 20" 
SKU:: 
CY0001122518, CY0001122520

Weight: medium
Volume: medium to very loud
Stick Sound: silvery, pangy, silky
Intensity: lively
Sustain: fairly long, even
Bell Character: integrated

Sound Character:: 
Bright, silky, metallic, full, slightly trashy and very powerful. Wide range, fairly clean mix.
Comfortable, responsive and somewhat soft feel. Exotic type of china that also offers the
sound and function of a crash cymbal. Its unique shape makes both the bell and
downward turned china edge accessible at once. Provides a strong, sizzling and deep
layered china sound that is perfectly suited for any styles of Rock music and for other
unique applications and percussive settings.

Splash
10" 
SKU:: 
CY0001122210

Weight: heavy
Volume: medium to loud
Stick Sound: fairly washy
Intensity: lively
Sustain: medium short
Bell Character: integrated

Sound Character:: 
Bright, full, high pitched, energetic. Wide range, complex mix. Strong feel, explosive,
strong splash with quick response. A pair of these would make an excellent mini hi-hat.
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